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A sincere thank you to our new and current subscribers and to all of our supporters
for helping to make a difference in the world, each newsletter continues to report
more unique achievements then the last due to our subscribers and donators
contributing where no others have. It’s time to prove this once again. Welcome to
The Panacea-BOCAF newsletter #09 dated March 2010.

The support from your ever growing and consolidating community has been directly
responsible for the benefits that you are about to read about. This needed ground
work is not being done by any other community run organization in the world.
Why Panacea? Case files show that there is past and present faculty neglect,
interference due to the government/ corporate profit motive and ignorance of the
general public regarding these area(s) of research.
Free energy technology
Alternative medicine
Banking reform
Sustainable development
There is no other real time operation in effect TODAY to ENSURE that there is public
access to this particular education and technology other than the grass
movements. However OUR Panacea’s efforts, this is of cause only a “for now”
situation.
In this newsletter , for the third time in a row the trustee’s and the community would
like to thank “Jules Tresor”, “D” and “Rolf” personally for their above than average
donations and support.
Due to their direct donations and support, the last 2 major Panacea objectives
mentioned in the last newsletter, the preparations for the GEET School Australia and
the clean weather modification technology training have now been achieved.
Panacea can now begin the preparations needed to put these benefits back into
the community.
Without Panacea’s support both these parties would of had no other way of
transferring the technology into public hands. Panacea would like to ask what other
community has achieved the un-achievable and to please consider that this is only
the start.
Panacea and your newsletter subscription is currently the only organization in effect
policing open source and proprietary FREE energy research and development. Your
Panacea is the only non profit organization intent on creating a non-profit faculty
research and development center for the public to ENSURE that we advance
education and create security regarding neglected and unknown suppressed FREE
energy and even suppressed medical technologies.
All the subject matter researched and presented on the Panacea Website(s) (in
particular FREE energy technology and alternative medicines) have all been
subjected to a repeatable pattern and suffered from bureaucracies choosing
alternative technologies. This has been shown to be due to these alternative
technologies being more financially lucrative.

Irish Company Steorn has recently proved that Panacea’s 10 hour researcher’s
documentary on FREE energy suppression with our proposed solution is required for
an effective real time solution. Steorn have showed that for the last 3 years (and
counting) that the establishment, faculties and even public remain ignorant to this
FREE energy medium. And further that they have had to “do it themselves” from the
grass roots movement. No infrastructure is currently in place to support, grant, study
and validate these technologies, not to mention protecting them. What lessons
have we learned? Steorn have had technology ready to go 3 years ago. Why isn’t it
everywhere?
We have also shown from our experiences that this education remains stagnated
due to faculty’s unwillingness to investigate the technology. Without a SPECIFIC
research center to prevent this we can expect the same continued (dumb down)
ignorance from the public regarding this matter.
The open source FREE energy community and many others who deal with additional
social reform issues are out there to PARTICIPATE. All however lack adequate
resources, A COMPLETE PUBLIC FACE (being able to make the majority of the public
awake to these issues) and a centralized PUBLIC hub to better support and manage
their objectives to capacity. But the minority community is out there and is forever
growing. We must and all can manage our resources and efforts COLLECTIVLY and
effectively progress.
Waking the general people up to all of these issues and technologies is an ESSENTIAL
start, a centralized hub in the public eye for this task is Panacea’s goal and the
community can only work at its best when effectively consolidated. We have to start
somewhere. And YOU are. This applied education is needed to create social reform.
Taking neglected, suppressed and unknown FREE energy devices to the people first
by our proposed granted non profit research center concept is needed to address
the security issue, build consumer awareness and demand not to mention address
the faculties’ neglect of this area of research. The majority of the public remain
unaware of this genre of FREE energy engineering and other sustainable
development including monetary reform education which is presented on the
Panacea site.
Panacea’s proposed educational institute is currently the only one intent on
teaching ALL of this specific education to the public.
YOUR nonprofit organization continues to work with ALL engineers (and together
with other research groups) plus research all FREE energy technologies and
sustainable development which can do public benefit, save the tax payer money
and advance education. However our goal is to take it MAINSTREAM.
Each Panacea objective is helping create the ground work needed for this task.
Thank you for your continued support and helping us to perform our nonprofit public
service. –The trustee’s of Panacea-BOCAF.

Main page news
Panacea-BOCAF hosts the GEET School Australia
Coming soon in 2010. The GEET/SPAD/Ecopra technologies are perhaps one of the
most promising pollution cutting and energy saving modifications we have seen so
far. The inventor Paul Pantone and his Son David Pantone have had a long and
hard road trying to get the GEET technology out to capacity. We are pleased to
announce that the GEET School Australia can now be hosted NON profit by
Panacea. Preparations are underway- All revenue will be put back into the
research of OPEN SOURCE FREE ENERGY technology. The following GEET School
Australia page is still under construction.
Hosted by Panacea-BOCAF Panacea is a nonprofit educational organization
dealing with the training, consultation, protection and research into suppressed and
alternative FREE energy technology. Together with Panacea's support, the GEET
International Institute Australia aims to advance education with the GEETS superior
energy saving and pollution cutting capacity. Currently the GEET technology is non
government funded. Can you help? Contact us.
http://www.panaceauniversity.org/GEET/
The following images were taken of David Pantone whilst he was working during his
visit to Panacea’s head office in Australia. Thanks to sponsorship David arrived to
help build, transfer the curricular and help train Panacea for the GEET school
preparations.

David using the Roto- Verter technology

David and Panacea volunteer Phillip Higson - Machined GEET rods ready for testing

Panacea hosting the GEET School Australia has many advantages. We have the
capacity to attract many more engineers who can help aid the open source FREE
energy genre and help students replicate the GEET. We will also be able to and
help train NEW engineers into neglected and suppressed FREE energy technologies.
Engineers who come through the GEET School will get more than a GEET lesson. We
are working every week to get the GEET devices replicated, understood and easily
retro fitted and will have them under open house for all (even non students).
Panacea has already done the ground work to get the GEET accepted on the
Australian roads; this template can be used by other countries. We plan to help get
a gas chromatographic test done to show the world what the GEET can do. When
fully realized and applied primarily the GEET pollution cutting attributes are
essentially a health issue and can save many lives by improving your health.

The GEET modification has been approved for on road vehicles in Australia

Any one wishing to get help in presenting the GEET to their government or faculty for
this task please contact us we are here to help.
Also the city council in Brisbane Australia (and potentially Australia wide) will be
evaluating the pollution cutting and energy saving attributes of the GEET (And all the
retrofitting modifications Panacea is working with) thanks to the non profit
organization contacting them and setting it up. Soon as the GEET technology is
finished by Panacea this process can begin immediately.

Package sent to parliament

By the city council’s adaptation of the GEET or any retro fitting modification this in
turn could save the tax payer a lot of money and be a model for other countries to
tackle pollution and improve the health of their residents. This was only able to
happen thanks to Panacea’s efforts and getting the GEET school Australia started
here was mandatory for this objective.
If you reside in Australia- Please contact Panacea for any interest in attending the
Australian GEET School, all revenue is put back into the non profit organization. Other
schools are planned please check the Geet.nl site for other locations.
http://panacea-bocaf.org/geet.htm

Weather modification replication process under way

Mark 2 spider –Taken from the Video
“Etheric weather engineering on the high seas”.

Thanks to YOUR donations, Panacea has been able to train our own pilot for etheric
airborne weather engineering work, start to replicate equipment and have almost
gathered enough funds in reserve to help fly Trevor Constable here to train
Panacea.

The technology will be protected and held in a nonprofit public trust and SECURE for
the next generation. Panacea will not be charging farmers to relieve misery from
drought. Previously it cost one million dollars to get this weather engineering service
done, not any more thanks to your donations.
A quick video of Trevor Constable’s technology and Panacea’s government records
New- Trevor James Constable's Airborne and Sea Operations
Prior Complete - Panacea Cloud Buster Production
Please help and forward this educational video material to your Member of
Parliament and university, we are all needed to help apply this EDUCATION. A DVD
of both productions can be obtained from directly from us for this purpose; if you can
do this please contact us for your DVD.
A new Panacea video production containing a complete background of Trevor’s
accomplishments and proven rain engineering work is currently being filmed and
edited as you read this. The new production will be entitled “Trevor James
Constable’s Etheric Weather Engineering”.

Panacea’s Cloud Buster Testing

Without Trevor Training Panacea, the general public would continue to be ignorant
of this clean non chemical weather engineering process, this method has been
working since as far back as the 1950’s. This is the cheapest for the tax payer to
implement to prevent drought, manage bush fires and hurricanes.
Trevor’s long time associate George Wuu is now bankrupt and cannot continue the
service. Individuals like Trevor James Constable and James Demeo have being
doing a community public service to mankind and have saved serious situations as
a result of using this technology; these individuals have done so without any
endorsement and have had to incur their own personal costs.

The Public remain ignorant of this technology; however Panacea will show the public
the technology working this year. As a result the public will have incentive to police
the faculties and governments to sponsor and use this technology to save the tax
payer money. More information on these plans and how you can help can be found
here.
The construction of Trevor Constable’s waterless Etheric weather engineering designs
are now underway thanks to Trevor and your donations. After construction and
training the pilot, Panacea has almost gathered enough donations to sponsor Trevor
to come over here to train Panacea, we are barely keeping up with it all, after the
construction and the flight training we may struggle, but this struggle is a worthy one,
think of the lives we can save with this technology.
After Panacea replicates the technology we can work towards a grant case to
permanently operate it, but our replication is needed for ground work (plus flying
Trevor here to help train Panacea) is essential for this.
If you can help us, however slightly please consider WE cannot survive on a shoe
string budget, if you can assist us in any way shape or form please help and donate.
New Panacea video production- David Pantone visits Panacea
David Pantone is the son of Paul Pantone - the inventor of the GEET technology.
During David’s visit Panacea made the most of it and completed filming an
educational “Mini” documentary with David thanking the grass roots movement,
and with Panacea explaining all the open source FREE energy technologies.

Taken form the Mini Doc:
David taking a serious moment to thank our community

The contents of this documentary will have many examples and helpful info to help
spread the word about the FREE ENERGY movement and gain support for it, waking

more people up is essential. Video productions have been proven to help this task.
This production is expected to be completed in the next 3 months.

Panacea Research and Development projects
New Retrofitting modifications

Andrew Gardiner – Panacea co founder and head engineer
testing the new Gadgetman Groove fuel saver and pollution cutter

Panacea is currently in the process of updating the vehicle fuel saving modifications
PDF which will show all the retro fitting modifications that can relive an economic
burden and reduce pollution. Most of them will be directly validated and tested by
us, and where possible shown open source.
One of the Modifications we are testing is the NEW Gadgetman Groove (pictured
above). This technology will eventually be open source thanks to the inventor’s
altruism. This system is an easy non mechanical and maintenance free modification.
Soon Panacea will be testing the HH2 hydroxy system. This unique hydroxy system
separates the hydrogen and oxygen and does not require you to modify the cars on
board computer, perfectly legal.
Although the HH2 system is not open source technology, it is one potential hydroxy
system which can pave the way for governments to use the technology. This system
has CARB approval (a standard recognized worldwide) and currently allows a tax
dedication in the USA.
To his credit, Derek, the founder of the HH2 system has pledged to reduce its cost
after their initial investment has been recovered. This in itself is a great victory from
our influence to help SPREAD THE TECHNOLOGY to capacity and for public health.

It is our aim to use this example (and our own press and public testing) to help get a
similar rebates or tax deductions from other retro fitting modifications and make it
cheaper for the public to get them fitted, save energy and reduce pollution (public
health benefits).
Specially treated Stainless steel plates create strange effects
Panacea has heard of some strange devices in our time, but seeing one is quite
different. One of the retro fitting modifications and new video productions we are
doing involves our own validation of this new fuel saving and pollution cutting
device.

The Leon Fuel saver

Not yet open source, but worthy of study none the less, this has already been proven
and dyno tested, and shown to us by a reputable member of Panacea, this device
is like no other fuel saver. The inventor Noel describes the function of this device as
balancing the ions and eliminating the electronic friction in the engine, allowing you
more oxygen and easier burning of the fuel. Plus rust proofing applications. This is the
strangest devices we have ever seen.
The device is placed where ever friction is detected in the vehicle, by magnetic and
other instruments. Fuel gains vary from car to car, up to 30+% plus have been shown
on a variety of cars, plus a dyno has shown 97% reduction of hydrocarbons at idle nothing to take lightly.

Installed on one of Panacea’s affiliated vehicles

This opens up a while new genre of engineering, the devices proves that that the
alternator fields and electronic friction affects not only people but fuel economy
and pollution, electric cars would greatly benefit. This device needs faculty study.

Trustee – Andrew smelling the exhaust (no pollution: idle - 3000RPM)

Panacea will install and do our own dyno testing and production on this device,
including showing some of the political and economic conditions associated with it,
plus how you can help. Panacea also knows the Brisbane Australia installer, no other
ones are known at this time, if you are in Brisbane contact us.
Panacea plans to open a local retrofitting garage
Pictured below is one of Panacea’s GEET supplementary diesel systems under
construction. This garage will be for open source training also to help get all the retro
fitted modifications known to the public and government. All this was done and so
far continues to be done on no budget.

Test Engine for the supplementary GEET for training others

Supplementary reactor for training

All our retrofitting modifications can be tested, presented and TRAINED here at this
garage; this can then be used as a template to help spread the technology to other
garages. These demos will be made free to anyone wishing to benefit and help
open other garages.

Modification of the Rosemary Ainslie heating circuit

Panacea’s Circuit

We are committed to open source FREE energy education and advancing FREE
energy education in the mainstream faculties. This process will change the text
books and is unique in efficiency. This heater circuit is remarkable; Panacea has
posted our replication progress in our online university course document. Panacea
collaborated with inventor Rose to help write an Institute of electrical engineering
paper which will be a great victory for the open source community.
The IEEE paper has been completed and a copy is available in our online university,
you can spread this to your local university to help advance education. Special
thanks to Rose for her open source efforts, plus to open source engineers Glen, Jib
and Harvey.
Open source engineers collaborating to write this paper is the first attempt in getting
a FREE energy device accepted into the mainstream curricular in history - BY THE
OPEN SOURCE COMMUNITY. The IEEE response to the paper was that it was more
suited for a physics journal. At this time Rose has her own magnetic field model
which must be explored and presented. This physics paper must be written and
submitted.
It’s the educational part along with the applications that must advance education.
A simple efficient heater on the market does not open up the genre of FREE energy
engineering at the faculty level. Rose is a pioneer and has our respect.
Separately, open source engineers Harvey and Glen have made a modification of
the circuit (COP 4) and explain it in their own way, these experiments and technical

learning is expected to continue along with Panacea’s replications. We are also
here to help NON profit with Rose’s physics paper should she need us.
We intend to replicate the open source circuit and do more educational “tours”
with the device locally here. Full replication details and this paper which you can
forward to your local university have been backed up in the Panacea Online
University course document.
New Panacea video production coming soon - Dirty Electricity
Dirty Electricity (DE) affecting the body is valid scientific fact as shown in the
mandate for the citizens of Kazakhstan that protects them against DE. (Filters are
backed by scientific evidence which has been presented to the World Health
Organization.)
This is another reason for power factor correction (even a simple capacitor plug for
the wall), Panacea is doing a video production on dirty electricity as part of building
the case for the alternative medicine research part of the nonprofit org's proposed
granted nonprofit research and development center.
A volunteer has shown Panacea one of these meters:
http://www.stetzerelectric.com/researchPaper/list
The only way we are told to measure shielding material with reasonable certainty is
by Bio Feedback (medical sensors on the human body) and via kinesiology.
Panacea will be testing devices with
http://www.orgoneffectsaustralia.com/geoclense.html
He is of the opinion that this medical aspect (Bio feedback testing and measuring
the positive ion as opposed to negative) should marry with the industry Gauss
measurement standard to say your home is "safe a brilliant point to emphasize.
More on dirty electricity and filters- http://www.silentfields.com/
Always Refresh Pages on the BOCAF site
PLEASE ALWAYS REFRESH THE PAGES (by pressing the F5 key) WHEN VISITNG THE
PANACEA SITE, MISTAKES ARE BEING CORRECTED AND NEW CONTENT IS BEING
ADDED. Please contact us if you see any mistakes. We appreciate any help and
feedback.

Panacea University news
Pending Panacea University courses
Orgone effects – health, energy and weather modification
Bio Algae at home

Permaculture
Fuel saving vehicle saving modifications

Panacea needs you and donations!
WE cannot survive on a shoe string budget, if you can assist us in any way shape or
form please donate.

If you are involved in or can help with any of the subject matter presented on our
projects page, please contact us for collaborative work. Only united can we all work
effectively to stop subjugation. Also we are helping make real changes by public
activism. Please sign our petitions; it’s as easy as name email and country.
A reminder for Security
To all our new subscribers- It is Important note that should your news letter not show
up and / or the Panacea web site ever be taken down, or anything suspicious like a
non response from the nonprofit organization ever occurs- Please email from the
link below (save this link). Along with the following text template provided. Please
email the Panacea web site BEFORE hand to double check.

Queensland Police headquarters.
Police Headquarters
Queensland Police Service

200 Roma Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000
Telephone: (07) 3364 6464 (TTY - (07) 3364 4655)
Facsimile: (07) 3236 2359
GPO Box 1440
BRISBANE QLD 4001
Queensland Police Service Internet Web Site - http://www.police.qld.gov.au
Hello, I am a news letter subscriber of a nonprofit organization at Panaceabocaf.org. I am sending this email in order to inform you that the nonprofit
organization which is engaged in research and development into alternative and
suppressed FREE energy technology may have been targeted and or intimidated.
Their news letter has not turned up and or there is no response from their web site. As
a news letter subscriber this email has been sent as a precaution, I am acting as a
deterrent and as a “watch dog” of their operations. Newsletter subscribers have
been informed that the nonprofit organization has visited your police station to go
on record detailing that they are perusing this research and further that intimidation
or interference may possibly occur. Plus they have reported that previous
intimidation has occurred to their registered engineers. Therefore we the news letter
subscribers are advised that if anything suspicious arises, for the news letter
subscriber to send you this concerned email. Please look into the situation
immediately. Regards….
Send the Email to this link below - Save this link!
http://www.police.qld.gov.au/Forms/contact.asp
We are happy to report that no suspicious behavior has happened to your nonprofit
organization or to any of our open source engineers despite us being involved in this
genre of research that threatens the “status quo”. The Panacea’s trustees would like
to personally congratulate you for playing a continued successful security role with
your news letter subscription. Thank you for your critically needed support! – We look
forward to reporting to you in the next newsletter which is due in July 2010.
Please check our news section on the Panacea-BOCAF site for new video
productions coming soon. The nonprofit organization’s volunteers are proud to work
for the public and look forward to reporting our public service to you soon! Thank
you again for your subscription.
Sincerely,
The trustee’s of Panacea-BOCAF.

